
 
 
 
 
 

Ref No-DPSGFBD/CIRCULAR/VIII/0158 /2021-22                           Date: January 13, 2022 

 

Dear Parent  

As per the scheme of studies prescribed by Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), 

students studying in Class IX & X are required to choose a language other than English as a 

second language at the Secondary Level of education.  

 

The school is offering the following subjects including highlighted options for Second Language:  

1. LANGUAGE I- ENGLISH  

2. LANGUAGE II- HINDI/ SANSKRIT/ FRENCH/ GERMAN  

3. MATHS  

4. SCIENCE  

5. SOCIAL STUDIES  

You are requested to send a duly filled Google Form indicating one of the options regarding the 

second language that your ward will be opting for in Grade IX & X, latest by January 17, 2022. 

Kindly make a wise decision as no changes will be made once the consent has been received 

and reviewed by the school.  

 

Kindly Click here to fill Google form    https://forms.gle/zzafKcHButwjdzYD6   

 

IMPORTANT:  

 Your ward’s performance in class VIII in the language opted will also be a criterion, 

considered while allotting second language in class IX & X. A language may be offered 

only if a sufficient number of students subscribe for it.  

 In case your ward is opting for Sanskrit/ French/ German, it is important that this language 

should have been studied by your ward up to Class VIII with a high proficiency score as 

the language level at Class IX & X is quite high and challenging.  

 An orientation session is being scheduled on zoom by the teachers teaching above 

mentioned subjects, to help the students choose their second language and make their 

decision wisely.  

 Day  :  Saturday  

 Date  :  15.01.2022 

 Timings :  12 noon 

Students will join the orientation of their respective subject teacher who taught them the 

third language i.e. French/ German/ Sanskrit in class VII & VIII.  

 The decision of the school will be binding on the subject allotted to the students.  

 

Regards  

 

 

 

Principal  

 

 

https://forms.gle/zzafKcHButwjdzYD6

